the mission of residence education is to develop safe and inclusive residential campus communities

Residence Education AY 2019-2020

18 specialized housing communities
570 RA programs
52 room change requests
176 administrator-on-call reports
109 conduct meetings

resident assistant assessment
Residence Education has 64 total resident assistants (RA). We sent a survey to all residential students to gain a clearer understanding of the types of communities RAs were building, and the impact that RAs have had on their residents. The survey was implemented in December 2019 through February 2020. 34% of our residential population responded.

91% agree that their RA is approachable
89% agree that they experience their community to be safe & inclusive
79% agree that their RA cares about them as a person

"(My RA) genuinely cares about the wellbeing of each and every one of us. She not only meets the requirements of an RA, but goes above and beyond to make our experience at Babson even better. Couldn’t ask for a better RA."

"(My RA) encourages) everyone to get to know one another, as well as create(s) a friendly and approachable environment."

"(My RA) is always aware when there are big presentations or exams coming up so she helps us de-stress and make sure people abide by quiet hours. She is always there to give advice or help us out when needed and I know I can always reach out to her."

looking ahead

Continuing to Navigate COVID-19
Departmental Restructure
Gender Inclusive Housing Implementation & Advocate for Inclusion in Residence (AIR)
Entrepreneurial Leadership Village